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ABSTRACT
The growth and surface reconstructions of AlN(0001) films were studied. For moderately Alrich surfaces, the 2×6 structure is commonly observed in reflection high energy electron
diffraction. It is found that this pattern consists of 2√3×2√3-R30° and 5√3×5√3-R30°
reconstructions according to scanning tunneling microscopy. Similar to the Ga-rich GaN(0001)
surface, these structures are determined to contain 2−3 monolayers of excess Al terminating the
surface. Based on first-principles theory the structures are believed to contain a laterally
contracted Al layer. At higher Al coverage a thick, flat Al film is found to form on the surface. A
high density of growth spirals (associated with threading dislocations having full or partial screw
character) is found to be present on the surface, although this density decreases with increasing
growth temperature.
INTRODUCTION
AlN has been considered as a useful material for high temperature and high power electronic
devices and also optoelectronic device applications. Since the lattice constant of AlN is relatively
closely matched to that of SiC (+0.9%), it has been used as a buffer layer for high power
electronic devices. In contrast to recent progress in identifying surface structural arrangements
on GaN [1], there is only limited knowledge currently on the surfaces structures of AlN. Several
studies have previously reported the symmetry of AlN surface reconstructions as seen by
reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) [2-9]. RHEED patterns with symmetries of
1×1 and 2×2 are commonly reported, a 2×6 pattern is also commonly seen, and a sequence
consisting of 1×3, 3×3, and 6×6 is reported by several groups. (For RHEED on a surface with
hexagonal symmetry, a 1×3 pattern corresponds to a √3×√3-R30° symmetry.) Structural
arrangements associated with these reconstructions have not been determined. In this work we
report on scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), reflection high energy electron diffraction
(RHEED) and low energy electron diffraction (LEED) measurements of reconstructions of the
AlN(0001) surface.
EXPERIMENTAL
AlN films were grown by plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy (PAMBE) as previously
described [10]. In order to minimize surface roughening due to the –2.5% lattice mismatch of
AlN relative to GaN, a sequence containing ≈1 nm-thick AlN layers followed by ≈2 nm-thick Sidoped GaN layers was deposited. An undoped AlN layer with thickness of about 10 nm was then
deposited on top. Somewhat flatter morphology was obtained in this case compared to direct
deposition of AlN on GaN. A growth temperature of 750−800°C was generally used although on
a few occasions we have occasionally used higher growth temperatures. In a few instances AlN

was directly deposited on 6H-SiC; a flat morphology was also achieved in that case, and the
surface reconstructions as observed by RHEED were the same as for the AlN deposition on GaN.
After the growth the samples were transferred under ultra high vacuum to an adjoining analysis
chamber for study by STM and LEED.
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
During MBE growth under Al-rich conditions the AlN surfaces display a 1×1 RHEED
pattern. After the growth, the 1×1 (Al-rich) RHEED pattern generally persists during the cool
down. Occasionally a 2×6 RHEED pattern can result directly from this type of growth
termination, and if not, it can be obtained by performing a post-growth anneal at 800°C for about
10 min. The reconstruction pattern appears when the substrate temperature is at 400-500°C
which is below the melting point of Al. Somewhat longer annealing times produce a surface with
mixed 2×6 and 1×3 character, and still longer annealing results in a 1×1 pattern.
Figure 1(a) shows a STM image for a surface with a 2×6 RHEED pattern. The terraced
surface consists of the long-period and short-period (lower left-hand corner) structures. A
hexagonal corrugation appears on the surface with measured separation between corrugation
maxima of 25±3 Å for long-period and 10±1 Å for short-period structures, respectively. We note
that the orientations of the short-period and long-period corrugation patterns are identical. In
LEED as shown in Fig. 1(b), the six first-order spots are apparent, with spacing relative to the

Fig. 1. (a) STM image of a surface with multiple reconstructions, acquired with sample voltage
of +3 V. The image is displayed using a background subtraction in which the background is
formed by averaging the image over a window of 3×3 nm2. A region of 2√3×2√3-R30°
structure is seen in bottom left-hand corner, and remainder of the terraces consists of 5√3×5√3R30° structure. (b) LEED pattern, acquired at 80eV electron energy. The left-most first-order
peak is slightly distorted due to a stray light reflection in the optical system used to acquire the
image. (c) Expanded view of first-order reflection and satellite peaks.

origin of b = 2 /( 3a ) and located along 1 1 00 directions. At smaller wavevectors, additional

spots with b /( 2 3) spacing and located along both 11 20 and 1 1 00 directions are seen.
From this arrangement it is clear that an underlying 2√3×2√3-R30° symmetry is present in the
pattern. We conclude that the basic symmetry of the surface reconstructions is rotated by 30°
relative to the underlying 1×1 lattice. The observed corrugation with 10±1 Å spacing would thus
correspond to a 2√3×2√3-R30° symmetry (this surface periodicity will produce a 2×6 pattern in
RHEED). For the long-period structure, with period 2.5±0.04 times larger than the short-period
one and the same orientation, we identify it as 5√3×5√3-R30°. Furthermore, based on Auger
electron spectroscopy, we conclude that this surface has an Al coverage between 2 and 3
monolayers (ML). Detailed analysis of the LEED patterns have been discussed elsewhere [11].
The surface structure appears to contain a laterally contracted metallic overlayer of Al, similar to
that of the pseudo-1×1 structure of GaN [1].
Figure 2 shows large-scale STM images, illustrating the general morphology of the AlN
surfaces prepared under moderate Al-rich conditions. For growth temperatures of 780°C a large
number of growth spirals are present on the surface as shown in Fig. 2(a). These growth spirals
form around threading dislocations with full or partial screw character, thus revealing a density
of these defects of approximately 3×109 cm-2 for these films. This value is much greater than the
threading screw dislocation density of ≈1×108 cm-2 found typically on the MOCVD-grown GaN
films used as our substrates. For the film grown at 860°C, we found that the number of screw
dislocations in the film is significantly reduced, to about 3×108 cm-2 as shown in Fig. 2(b). This
result indicates that in order to minimize the screw type dislocation density the high temperature
growth for the AlN is desirable. Samples grown at even higher temperatures, near 900°C, display
rough surfaces.

Fig. 2. Large-scale STM images of Al-rich AlN(0001) surface with different substrate
temperature. (a) Tsub=780 °C, sample voltage +1.5 V and displayed with gray scale range of
10 Å. (b) Tsub= 860 °C, sample voltage is +1.0 V and gray scale range is 12 Å.

Turning to results for higher Al coverage, Fig. 3(a) shows a RHEED pattern of the surface
covered by a thick (≈5 ML) Al layer. These films are formed by deposition of Al on the asgrown AlN surface, at a temperature of about 150°C. The resulting surface morphology is flat,
with no Al droplets [11]. This result is in contrast to the situation for Ga on GaN(0001), in which
deposition of Ga at temperature of 20°C or above does result in the formation of Ga droplets. For
our AlN(0001) surfaces we find that the excess Al forms droplets for deposition (or annealing) at
a temperature of 750°C, in agreement with prior reports [12,13]. We have not studied in detail
the temperature dependence of the droplet formation (i.e. at what temperature between 150 and
750°C they first form), but in any case it appears that their formation is kinetically limited at the
low temperatures.
The RHEED pattern of Fig. 3(a) displays narrow first-order streaks, but at wavevectors
distinctly higher than for the AlN 1× streaks (the former are indicated by dashed lines in the
RHEED patterns of Fig. 3 and the latter by solid lines). We refer to this type of pattern obtained
from thick Al films as 1×1-Al. Thermal annealing at temperatures above about 750°C for 5−10
minutes is found to effectively remove this thick Al film from the surface; the RHEED pattern of
Fig. 3(b) was acquired from such an annealed surface, maintained at the elevated temperature.
With sufficient annealing time the Al/N Auger ratio returns to a value close to that of the 2×6
structure (Fig 3(b)), and the RHEED pattern displays the 2×6 symmetry. In contrast, Fig. 3(d)
shows the pattern obtained from a surface which started with the thick Al film and was then

Fig. 3. (a)−(d) RHEED images with electron beam along (11 2 0): (a) 20°C, surface covered
by ≈5 ML thick Al film; (b) 750°C, 15 min anneal; (c) 20°C, following cool down as same
surface as in (a); (d) 20°C, following cool down of a similar surface as in (b) but that was
annealed for only 10 minutes. White solid lines indicate the location of 1st order AlN
streaks, and dashed lines indicate 1st order streaks associated with the thick Al overlayer.
(e)-(f) LEED patterns, acquired at 80 eV electron energy, of Al films with thickness of a few
ML deposited on AlN(0001). Panel (f) shows expanded views of the first-order reflections
and satellite peaks from (e).

annealed for a time insufficient to completely remove the excess Al. The result is something
which is clearly not 2×6, but rather, displays streaks at the 1× locations of AlN and neighboring
streaks at the locations corresponding to the thick Al film. The former streaks are marked by the
solid white lines in Fig. 3, and the latter by the dashed white lines.
LEED patterns obtained from a surface displaying the 1×1-Al RHEED pattern are shown in
Fig. 3(e) and (f). We observe a three-fold splitting of the first-order LEED spots, with satellite
features B and C having essentially equal intensity to the primary A spot. Careful measurement
of the spot positions indicated that the A spot is at a wavevector corresponding to the 1×1 AlN
lattice (i.e. the same position as the first-order spots in Figs. 1(b) and (c)) [11]. Regarding the
origin of the threefold splitting seen in the LEED, we believe that it indicates a distortion of the
overlying Al layers such that the average Al-Al spacing is close to that of a close-packed Al(111)
plane (spacing of 2.86 Å compared with 3.11 Å for AlN) [11]. In RHEED this detailed distortion
is not apparent and we see only the average spacing of the Al atoms in the overlayer because the
coherence length in RHEED is much greater than that of LEED [11].
First-principles total energy calculations have been performed for a large number of possible
AlN reconstructions. The relative energies of the structures are determined as a function of the
Al chemical potential, as discussed elsewhere [11,14]. For Al-rich conditions it is found that
energetically favorable structures can be formed in which the top Al layer is laterally contracted
by a factor of √3/2 and rotated by 30° relative to the underlying layer [11]. These structures,
which can form with either 4/3 or 7/3 ML of excess Al, have a natural symmetry of √3×√3-R30°.
The latter 7/3 ML structure has an Al coverage close to that of the experimentally observed
2√3×2√3-R30° structure. Perhaps some type of symmetry lowering distortion of the model, such
as a buckling of the Al surface atoms that relieves strain, may produce an arrangement with the
required 2√3 symmetry. For the 5√3×5√3-R30° structure the size of the unit cell is much too
large for the first-principles theory to handle, and future work with approximate potentials is
needed to further study its structure.
Finally, for Al-poor conditions, reconstructions with symmetry of 2×2 and 1×3 have been
observed in RHEED. As discussed earlier the 1×3 RHEED pattern is indicative of a √3×√3-R30°
reconstruction. The best candidate for this reconstruction that has emerged so far from the
theoretical work is the 4/3 ML laterally contracted structure. For the 2×2 structure an
energetically favorable model is an arrangement of N adatoms in H3 sites [11,14].
CONCLUSION

We have investigated the growth and surface reconstruction of AlN(0001). A characteristic
2×6 RHEED pattern was observed for Al coverage of 2–3 monolayers, and from LEED and
STM it is found that this pattern originates from 2√3×2√3-R30° and 5√3×5√3-R30° surface
structures. Based on first-principles theory it is argued that such structures likely incorporate a
laterally contracted monolayer or bilayer structure containing a 4/3 ML Al layer contracted and
rotated by 30° such that it fits on the underlying 1×1 lattice. For Al films with thickness greater
than a few ML we observe a characteristic 1×1 RHEED pattern but in which the diffraction
streak spacing is about 5% greater than 1×1 AlN spacing, indicating a contraction of the lattice.

We deduce that Al films exist on the surface with an atom density close to that of bulk Al. For
lower coverage of Al we observe additional reconstructions with symmetry 2×2 and 1×3.
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